
GR 3-5 WRITING ABOUT MAGNETS USING EVIDENCE

3rd Grade Science Big Idea:How can you use magnets to solve a problem? Standards. 3-PSETSETS Inventions of
Tomorrow That Will Rely On Magnetism, A Writing Activity Make observations and/or measurements of an object's
motion to provide evidence that a pattern can be used to predict future.

Students interpret and communicate and use mathematical, scientific and technological notation and
representation. A correct solution will include a detailed drawing with labels, written observations about what
they did and what they learned, and a new testable question about magnets. How we will test and the materials
we need. Observing and explaining cause-effect relationships, with some justification, using data and prior
knowledge, when variables are controlled. What did you observe? Unlike poles of magnets pull attract and
like poles push repel each other. Once students were finished observing and investigating, they came back
together as a group to share their observations. Is your new question a testable question? How can you show
through drawing and writing what you observed and what happened? How was it different? The field lines you
see will be different when you use different magnets. Students observe and record the effects of magnetic and
non-magnetic materials and combinations of materials. This task also allowed the teacher to continually assess
the students' ability to record through writing and drawing what they were learning. Physical Science:
Observing physical properties and characteristics - Properties of magnetic and non-magnetic materials can be
observed and used to make predictions and classify materials. This was a means to see what students already
knew about the concepts of magnetism. After students have completed the activity, have them discuss their
findings by reviewing the questions on the Student Sheet and sharing their drawings of what they observed. In
this context, it was used to introduce the idea of magnetism to students, draw out prior knowledge and
misconceptions, and to give students the opportunity to "mess" around with magnets to investigate how they
work. How the Student Will Investigate This investigation began with a whole group discussion about what
students knew about magnets. These observations were then recorded on the board and expanded upon as the
unit on magnetism progressed. It is also a good way to teach students how to plan and conduct simple
investigations. The field is strongest at the poles; this is where the iron filings tend to be the most
concentrated. What are some things you're not sure about yet? Context By exploring magnets, students are
indirectly introduced to the idea that there are forces that occur on earth which cannot be seen. Then, students
worked in pairs to explore the materials and to record their observations and testable questions. Ask students
to describe what magnets are and how they work. This idea can then be developed into an understanding that
objects, such as the earth or electrically charged objects, can pull on other objects. If you are using loose
filings, clean them up very carefully. At this level, more sophistication in what and how students record their
observations should be expected. Magnets have two poles; the field lines spread out from the north pole and
circle back around to the south pole.


